TAxI shuttles protein cargo into spinal cord
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cord, but extend their fibers to innervate muscles
and control their movement.
"Biologic therapeutics, such as proteins or nucleic
acids, are notoriously difficult to get into the central
nervous system," said Suzie Hwang Pun, the
Robert F. Rushmer Professor of Bioengineering at
the University of Washington and senior author of
the work. "Our group initiated this work to develop
delivery vehicles that access the spinal cord by
mimicking the route some viruses and toxins take."
Suzie Pun (left) with a student in her lab in the
Department of Bioengineering at the University of
Washington, where new materials for delivering drugs
into the spinal cord and other parts of the body are
studied. Credit: University of Washington

Other labs have been attempting to design delivery
systems with vectors derived from denatured
human viruses, such as herpes simplex, to tap into
the propensity of those viruses to enter brain and
spine nerve cells. The TAxI peptide approach
avoids the use of engineered viruses which have
associated safety concerns, high costs of
production, dosage control issues, and immune
reactions.

A small peptide dubbed TAxI is living up to its
name. Recent studies show it to be an effective
"We believe that TAxI could be a significant
vehicle for shuttling functional proteins, such as
active enzymes, into the spinal cord after a muscle advance in developing treatments for motor neuron
diseases," noted Pun. An example of a motor
injection.
neuron disorder is Lou Gehrig's disease, also
known as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. In ALS the
The findings suggest TAxI holds promise for
muscles can become progressively weaker, until
carrying biologic drugs into this pharmaceutically
breathing and swallowing are affected.
hard-to-reach location.
Peptides - short chains of amino acid building
blocks - can be useful in specific biological jobs.
TAxI stands for the work of this particular peptide,
Targeted Axonal Import.
By taking an unusual route to deliver its cargo,
TAxI doesn't confront the natural barrier between
the blood and the spine and brain. This barrier
guards against damaging substances, but it also
locks out helpful medications.
A study published Feb. 16 in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences showed that, in
mice, a muscle injection of TAxI could transport a
recombinant protein into spinal motor neurons.
These nerve cells are stationed within the spinal

Drew Sellers, the lead author and a University of
Washington research assistant professor of
bioengineering, discovered TAxI's transit powers by
screening a huge library of peptide sequence
options from genetically modified bacteriophages viruses that infect bacteria. The researchers were
trying to overcome a major obstacle in treating
neurodegenerative diseases: the lack of an
effective, minimally invasive technology for
delivering macromolecular drugs into the brain and
spinal cord.
Sellers became interested the repair of damage to
the spinal cord from illness or injury while
conducting regenerative medicine research with
Philip Horner, director of neurodegenerative
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medicine at Houston Methodist Research Institute
and formerly of the UW. Horner is co-senior author
on the TAxI study.
TAxI circumvents the blood/spinal cord barrier by
transiting from the injection site in a muscle into
nerve axons - the long, fingerlike projections of the
motor neuron controlling that muscle. The injection
site in the mouse would be roughly analogous to
the calf muscle in a person. TAxI then accumulates
selectively in the lumbar section of the spinal cord,
which is near the lower back. When introduced to
human spinal cord samples in the lab, the peptide
labeled the motor neurons.
Sellers said that he didn't expect TAxI to work as
well as it did. Now that it has passed early proof of
concept experiments, the next steps, he said, are to
elucidate its mechanism of action, to apply it in
models of motor neuron disease, and, if additional
tests continue to be successful, to develop it for
clinical applications.
The research on TAxI is opening the door to
targeting a variety of neurodegenerative diseases
via techniques that are gentler on patients than are
catheters into the spine or other painful procedures.
"There is now the possibility that peptides may be
designed to direct drugs for uptake to specific areas
of the spine and brain," Sellers said.
At UW Medicine, Sellers is also affiliated with the
UW Department of Neurological Surgery and the
Institute for Stem Cell and Regenerative Medicine.
Pun is part of the UW Molecular Engineering and
Sciences Institute.
More information: Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences,
dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1515526113
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